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Abstract: Various applications for world-wide multimedia object distnbution
arise currently as more and more companies integntc streamed continuous media
elements in their web pages and as TV broadcasters add Computer programs and
data to their video streams.Currenrly, the streams that can be fuund on the web
bave only very small data volume, but as network capacities increase. the data
volumc that is-uscd by applicarions will also be increased. TV applications have a
lack of networkinn s u..
~ o o rand
t are unablc to give feedback to ihe sender. In the
future the integration of Computer networks, telephony and broadcasl networks
will achieve a functional integration of these two worlds.
But as the amount of continuous mcdia data which is offcred for everybody tu
retrieve increases, simple caching mechanisms that work currently well will not
be appmpdate any more. To address this danger, the intmduction of distribution
mechanisms which pmvide more coordination among caches is necessary. As a
basis for such a development, we investigate the probability of movies to be
requested. This is chosen as a starüng point because the current simple caching
mechanisms operate very successfully for small-volume data such as tcxt or
icons. and high-quality movies are currently ihe most atti-active medium which
has the very high requirements in terms of storage as well as bandwidth. In this
paper, we review current models on access pmbabilities and we give strong indication that the eumnt assumptions about hit rates are invalid if the nurnber of
Users connecting to an individual Server differ widely. Since on-demand retrieval
of large continuous media streams (especially movies) is currenrly available only
as music CD and movie rental or sale, we take that data as a basis to create a
model for access probabilities on this most storage-and bandwidth-demanding
iiiullimedia data.
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~ l t h o u g hthe aniount of data for the distributed applications of today is relatively ~ O W
because the focus is still on information transfer rather than infomation presentation.
this will change as the commercial competition for customers on the network giüws.
The commercial web pages have been designed to beuser fnendly and attractive for
some time now, but some considcration is still given to network bandwidth. Typical
active elements are currently introduced to web pages by animated GlFs or Java
pmgrams, and on Windows inachines also by ActiveX. Further multimedia suppen for
video and audio is already offered by Server software and hardware vendors, but
functional, decenualized disuibution systems for this kind do not exist. The typical
solution to mund-trip or bandwidth problems today is the instlllation of mirror Servers,
from which the customer can select.
Among the distributed applications with a gmwing importance for the real-world are
the digital libraries; they provide msUicted on-line access to large collenions of data.
The full services of a digital library are typicaUy only accessible to a limited p u p of
Users, which makes issues like data secunty, the manisement of access nghts and the
Support of ownership rights an important issues for the provider. Correctness and
originality of the data is imponant for the customer. Current digital Iibrary installations
have a central administration and a single access point. The data is delivered in
pmprietary formats diiectly to the customer, which is a partial solutioii of rhe ieäbovc
When digital libraies become accessible on a world-wide scale to luge
numbea of customer, for example for medical or educational use, the direct connection
between lhe l~braryand the individual eustomer hecomes inefficient. A caehing
mechanism similar to web caches is necessary, but thr additional requirements of
digital libraries must be taken into account. For seekable continuous media material.
the same caching problems mentioned with the web have tobe solved.
Another application which had drawn a lot of attention for some time and which is
currently reclining fmm popularity as expensive early iniplementations bccome
available is the video-on-demand. It's populaity may not increase for quite some time
since the restrictions of the existing bmadcast infrasmcmre such as a very limited
number of streams in the distribution backbones (in this context 1 consider 200 or 500
streams very limited) will remain sufficient tor quite a while. Bmadcastrrs will be able
10 add services in sufficient number before they have to consider personal video-ondemand services. New serviees that are just slightly more personalized but a lot niore
expensive due to the technical effort are not accepted by the customers when the basic
service can be obtained with hardly any costs. For a success, Operations like VCR
cont10ls and real vidwon-demand (as opposed to near ~ideo-on-demand)must be
prolided, pmbably on an international scale. Because of the vanous drawbacks of a
centralized infrastmcture. such as stability problems of the central system and the
immense networking costs, a distribution system that comprises vaious intermediate
nodes which act a caches would be affordable earlier. Although such a distnbution
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system is probably administered centrally and intermediate nodes of the distribution
network are controlled by a single entity. distribution mechanisms must be found that
are not based on local decisions.
The integration of data services into television services is demonstrated hy vanous
broadcastcrs using the Intercast appruach. Although the data transfer is unidirectional
and the television service can not be ma~puiatedbased on the downloaded data, this is
another indication that the bmadcasten are not waiting until their services are
integrated into computer networb but that they work towards an integration, loo. As all
applications grow together and mix, the amount of bandwidth that is used up by media
contents increases; simple caching mechanisms rhat work wcll cumntly will nol be
appropnatc any more. Especially the caching of movies on every fint level cache Server
through which a User accesses the data is a problem. Either it takes up luge amounts of
space on thc servcr or the use 01a cache does not result in a decrease of network load
because the largest objects are not cached at all.
Web caches apply various algonthms which decide on the basis of strictiy local
information whether a cached object should be kept in the cache or whether it should be
removed. Some of these caches are quite elaborate and even prepared for video
caching.The simplest decision that is made in each web cache. however, is whether an
object's size is below an administrator-defined limit. If it is not, the caching algorithms
are simply not applied; the object is never cached. Tbis limit may be considerahly
higher in second-level ur third-level web cache servers. Very large objects, for example
movies, are not even cached by these servers. If nezwork and disk space costs continue
to decrease at the cunent rate, even the caching of video clips on the basis of local,
staue and uncoordinated decisions rnay become affordable. Stili, ihere will always he
objects large enough to make this mechanism unaffordable.
One of the ways to change this individuality is rhc creation of a designed network
with a central administration or at least central administration d e s . However, the most
extensive collection of computer networks today. the Internet, as well as the collection
of all telephone networks, radio or broadcast networks. seem tobe proof that a central
authority is not to be expected. An ongoing development of the Internet. to which new
networks connect and from which other networks disconnect continuously is more
likely to remain the reality for the foreseeable future. Tbis implies a few things: First of
all, solutions to networking problems must be Open for implementation in all comected
networks. or freely available. That is not neccssarily so, but large parIs 01 the User
community may he hlocked out otherwise. To protect the Users as well as the providers
in such networks, copynght and secunty issues need generic solutions that are not
inhibited by the lact that transferred datacan be capiured in incontrolIable and
umntended poaions of the network. This means that implementon of applications and
data transfer protocols must Iake into account thal for communication hetween sender
and receiver data theft is a realitv and that thev must not be inhibited bv it. Tbe basic
reason for the pmblem is that access to data must be made by the customer through
networks that are owned by a third Party. It is nol nccessarily known whrlher this third

pany has a iriendly position towards User and provider. In the lnternet of today, it is
mostly assumed that this is the case. Finally, this heterogeneity implies that network
capabilities differ; for the use of video. however, caching must still be possible and
handled automatically by transparent mechanisms of the network.

2 RELATED WORK
The pragmatism of the lnternet shows in the appmach taken to address the bandwidth
pmblems which inhibit the use of streamed video: for off-line video, pmviders are
looking for m i m t sites. Video caching in web cache servers has been implemented
both for research and commercial purposes and a protocol for VCR operations has been
implemented by Holfelder (@I).
In the video server world, the issue has rarely been addressed because server
technology is still a sufficiently big problems on its own directly. The idea. however,
that cost control can only be done by widely distributed videwon-demand system rather
than central-server systems is not new. Among tbe first to mention that intermediate
servers in a hierarchical VoD distribution system can decrease cost are
Nussbaumeret.al. [I I]. who provided also simple argumenu for this.
The radical approaches towards the esliblishment of video distribution systems are
the server cost-optimizing approach and the network cost-optimizing approach. The
lowest server cost is achieved by instaiiing a central server which stores all available
movies and requires redundant copies of a movie only because of iü limitcd disk U 0
bandwidtb. In [13]. it is mentioned as a side-note that this approach may finally prove
applicable when sufficient User requests are generated that the use of rnemory instead of
disks is feasible. The lowest network cost is achieved by storing all videos aL the users'
sites. This is obviously never feasible due to Storage capacity constraints.
Differences in the access probabilities to individual movies are tbe factor which
makes the positioning of movies in a distribution system an issue. Vanous approaches
towards modeling the probabiliiy of access to a specific movie on a video server have
been pmposed in the literature. Usually, there are no simulation models which consider
how much interaction might take pIace from the point of the User. Rather. an analysis is
perfonned to derive the worst case situation that a server (or network) can cope with.
One approach is the modeling of single video streams as they are accessed and
played.This is generally done in order to understand how the operation of a single
machine or cluster of machines can be optimized. Little and Venkatesh take this
approach in [IOIwith the goal of optimizing disk U 0 operations in a single system.
Their approach is 10 build an analytical model for access pmbabilities based on the
work by Ramarao and Ramamoorthy [12]. In [141, Tewari et al. optimize the U 0
utilization in a server cluster and use Poisson processes to model the User accesses to
the server, with the mean value chosen according to Little's Law [9]. Golubchik et al.
investigate in [7] means for sharing video sireams in a video-on-demand system that
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holds when VCR controls are pennitted to the user Their User model is analytic and
assumes a Poisson arrival process. Their analysis does not need long-term movie
development.
These approaches are useful for optimizing playout. stacks or disk operations in a
system. They do not take User interaction into account onee that a movie is playing, and
they do not try to model the play time of a single ciip in any way.
The modeling of VCR commands requires a model that includes modeling of User
habits in applying these VCR operations. Dan and Sitaram analyze in [6]the cacliing of
data in a single server or server cluster under vanous interactive workloads and models
information such as access skew (the distribution of requests on stored clips). the clip
length distribution and the viewing time. While they do not consider the aging of
individual movies, because they still need a short-ienri model, they consider the
distribution of hits on the available videos and cliose the Zipf distribution to model the
video popularity. Nussbaumer, aiming at optimizing the cache usage in a single server
sysrem or clusier, also assumes tbe Zipf distribution ( [ 4 ] ) to model video popularity
([I 11). The distribution of movies or blocks of single movies over multiple machines
for Ioad-levelling or availability purposes has been invcsiigated in [3].
Bamett et al. ([Z]) aim at minimizing Storage costs in a distributed system and apply
caching mechanisms to do this. l'his requires the kind of long-term analysis we also
discuss in this Paper. They base. their considerations for lorig-term popularity (in the
absence of freely available video-on-demand trial results) on numbers from CD sales.
The model they derive is a double expoiiential curve for the distnbution o f User
accesses on movies and a movie popularity developnient witli only onerising and one
declining side. They evaluate v h o u s caching strategies. From our findings based on
movic rentals. their appmach is not able to model the User behavior in video-ondemand Systems correctly. Data derived from a video rental store and from video rental
magazines which are compared in Figure 3 show that such smoothness in popularity
changes is only achieved for large a number of Users connecting to a system.
In [SI, Dan and Sitaram try to add to the Zipf distnbution a long-term dynamic
change in time. They take into account that tlie distribution of movie rentals at a certain
date can be approximated by the Zipf distribution but that the ranking among the
movies is changing from one day to the next. Their appmach for taking this into
account is the ordering of the movies. The largest index of a movie is equivalent to the
largest index in the Zipf distribution iunction and the largest pmbability assignment to
this movie. For each day, they apply a permutalion function 10 tliis ordered list.
In the remainder of this article we discuss the Zipf distribution, the models of Dan
and Sitaram, the single-peak model introduced by Bamett et al. ([Z]), the experiences
we made with our first model and finally, we present our new model.

3 INVESTIGATION
We want to find viable approaches to movie distribution and caching in a distributed
syslem Lhat spms a widc area. The investigations we are aiming ar comprise the
travelling of movies in the system and not only the optimal placement at a certain point
in time. Thus. we can not simply subscrihe to the generic possibilities for movie
muvemeni. hstead, wc wmt to model long-tem popularity of movies, which might
allow for more efficient travelling of movies. We call these changes of movie populanty
in time the life-cycle of the movie.
We assume that the number of users comecting tu a single cache server has an
influence on the hit probability of a movie. To veriiy this, we need to model User
interaction on the level of individual users and single movies. Making an analysis and
checking the behavior of a systcm model on this level of detail in the beginning may
allow the replacement of the individual User and movie model tu a more general one in
more complex systems. As a starting point, however, it is necessary to have an accurate
model to find inaccuracies in thc considerations on the system model.
in order to understand this. we look at various sources of information including but
not limited to earlier literature. In extension of the earlier results, we give evidence that
Lhc day-to-day changes in rental probability of specific movies result? in major
exchanges of movie titles in a cache-hased algonthm which assumes that low-load
hours can be used to update movies according to the findings of the previous high-load
period.llius. we propose a simulation model which takes inro accouni tlie hit rate
changes of movies located in systems with few customers.

Approach
We Want to find out how movie caching in a wide-area distribution nctwork can be
done.On the one hand, we need to understand how the probability of a movie tobe
requested changes. On the other hand, the analysis requires that we model User
interaction on the level of individual users. This is necessary bccause the individual
user's request behavior does not directly reflect the development of a movie's overall
popularity. Thus, we can not assume how strongly the actual hit number for a movie
residing in a cache which serves a small number of Users deviates froin the overall hit
probability of that movie. Making an analysis and checking the behavior of a system
model first on this level of detail may allow the replacement of the individual User and
movie model to a more general one in more complex systeiiis. AI a starting point,
however, it is necessary to have a most accurate model to find inaccuracies in the
considerations an the system model. To come to a hetter understanding of this, we
eonsider real-world information as well as proposals fmm lhe lilerature.
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Applicable Real-world Dura
To collect data for an investigatioii of oii-demand movies. we have looked for
information fmm the foliowing sources:

.

.

Reporls from video-on-demand trials
Unfomnately, there are no reports on video-on-demand field trials publicly avail
able that we know of.

Cinema visitor numbers
The numbers of cinema visitors pmvide a source of information to model the initial
User interest in new movies. This inirial User interest could not be derived from
movie rentals (see below) in the same quality because the numbcr of copies for
rental is limited. On the other hand the number of cinema visitors are not suitable
for long-term modeling. One reason is that only the most favorite movies remain in
the cinemas for a long time, and another is that only a limited number of movics is
shown in the cinemas at a certain time.
Movie magazines
Many of these magazincs publish a weekly ranking, e.g. a top10 ranking of the last
week's TV,cinema orrental movies. Among the few that provide more information
is in Germany the Video Woche [151, which publishes weekly the top 100 movie
rentals based upon the Media Conirol 1ndex.Video Woche is a iiionlhly paper that
provides the top 100 list of inavie. rentals from movie rental stores in Germany. It
pmvides qualitative information on the relative -gain and loss in atuacliveness of a
single movie. as weil as quantitative information by giving thc ordcr of inovie popularitp by the charl of the top 100 rentals itself.Tlie Media Contml Index is calculated
fmm the rentals of about 1000 movie rental sto:es nationwide. In that way regional
differentes are hidden and a broad data base is used. This index has a maior disadv~niagss:The rdnking funition is not publiily known. ihcrc is no guarantce that tuo
movies wilh ihe samc indcx \aluc ha\e thc same numhr of ren:als. Adriitinnally.
sinie only onc drra poini pcr movie and weck is availablr. smoothinp ztfccis by
lime-averaging are iluite strong.Whils tne Video Wwhc d n c ~pmvido no infomaiion on thc User bcha\ior. it is a eood indication of mo\ic devclonmcnt. As ;in example, the development of the movye "Highlander 3" is given in ~ i b r 1e (note that rhe
lowest rank is best in the nght figure).
Movie renlai store numbers
Examining the rental numben of a single rental store provides information about
the probability of access of few Users (some thousand) to a large base of movies. It
considers cornpletely unpopular movies as well as long-mmers, single-day highlights. and alI of these mixed with brand new titles. This accounts for a realistic
mixture of movies in various states of their develonments. and for a realistic oattem
of access to the individual t i t l e ~ a ~may
i t be the Ase in on-demand systek. The
biggest problem with these numbers is that only popuIar movies which are availahle

Pigure 1: Data from the VideoWoche

in multiple copies are useful for understanding the User behavior. Each copy of a
movie on its own has a verv unclear develooment of rentalsldav. An additional
problems is the limit of the nimber of rentals that are possible. lf &equested movie
is not available, a less popular title is rented; this reduces the validity of a comparison with electronic versions.
As the basis of this study, information from the VideoWoche and fmm a single movie
rental store were available.
The movie rental store waq one out of a large list of storrs that were asked for
infonnation and refiised to release it. This Information did of Course not contain
customer data. bu1 the indexing scheixe alhwed tu exmri ihe association of the exact
dates of rental and retum of a movie with its name, it allowed ;o understand the number
of copies of a movie that was available at any time, and the age of the movie itself. The
data was sporadically compted witb incorrect book-keepiiig on destroyed or missing
copies of movics, as well as the chance errorin retum booking.
To verify the consistency of the two data sources. we checked whether the magazine
data and the rental store data have an applicable relation. By the magazine's content we
are limited to the movies that are considered tlie top 100 nation-wido. Figure 2 shows
the companson of the data from VideoWoche magazine (bottom) and the cumes of the
rental store (top) for the movie "Lion King". We have chosen this movies as an example
because ir was the one that experienced the largest number of accesses ro itself of those
movies that remained in the top 100 list of VideoWoche for several weeks during the
observation period. If movies with a lower number of accesses to them had been
chosen, the similarity in trends with the magazine could have been illusrraled oiily by
smoothing the rentals, e.g. by showing the average rentals in three days. By selecting
this movie. the similarities become visible without any smoothing. We see the
smoothing effeets of a large number of Users. We conclude from tbe qualitative
similarity of such curves that the co-consideration of thesc two sources to build a single
model would be acceptable.
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Lirerature Discussion
Zipf Distribution. Figure 2 demonstrates lhat the access pauerns genemted hy a smali
numher of Users can differ widely from the average user's hehavior. The following
shows that this affects the useiulness of the Zipf distnbution For estimating hit
prohabililies. The Zipf distribution is defined as

In this formula, N is the numher of availahle movie titles. i is the index of a movie litle
in thc lisc of N movies that are sorted in the o d e r of decreasing popularity. It is
noteworthy that this dishibution. which is typically used as the hasis for investigaiions
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Figure 3: Rental probabiüties compared with l h e Zipf distribution
on video server operations. is completely independent of the number of users that
access the set of movies.
To verify the applicability of the disrnbuiion to out data. we compare all days of one
inuiith in the period covcrcd by the movie data and sort 250 represenlalive movie titles
by their popularity at these days. The tesulting data is compared witb the Zipf
distribution for N=250. Figure 3 displays the first 100 entries of the resulting curves. lt
presents the curves Tor the two days with the lowest and highesi hit rate on the top
IOmovies in one month in comparison with the Zipf distribution for the same nuniber
of msvies.
It becomes nsible that the Zipf distriluiio!i..ai:hough quilc sirnilar to the actual
rental probabilities, is somewhat oplirnistic for small User populations. The upper curve
that was derived in this month may be restncted by the number of copies available in
the rental Store. The lower curve is not affected by this but sliuws that the divcrsity in
User selection is wider than accounted for by the theoretical function.
This implies that caching aigorithms that are designed under the assumption that the
Zipf disttibution provides a worst-case or at least an average-case boundary for inovie
hit probability may undetestimate the number of cache misses in a server for a small
number of users.
Music CD saIes. Besides the problem of the Zipf disttibution that is mentioned above,
it is also imponant that ir is a distribution that does not consider temporal change (we
call it a static distribution). Consequenrly. it can not be used to rnodel the life cycle of
movies. It has aiready been shown in [2] that the Zipf distribution in itself is not well
suited to simulale real data. Because of this, it is not applicable to investigations that
consider temporal changes. Bamett, Anido and Beadle propose a video rental model
based on music CD sales. By evaluating these numbers, a life cycle for the rental
probabilities of a movie is introdiiced. The authors' model based on this data assumes
that each Iife cycle has a gmwth phase and adecline phase. The life cycle of a randomly
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Figure 4: Movie life cycles according to the music CD model
generated movie life cycle is detennined by two Parameters which contml the amount
of relevance change and the probability of changing from the growth phase to the
decline phase, iespectively. Figure 4 shows life cycles of rnovies thal a:e geaersted
according to this model.

Rotation rnkel. Another appmach to compensate for the static behavior of the Zipf
distnbution-was taken by Dan and Sitaram [SI.They have created a model based on a
modified rotation of movie rental probabilities. Each individual movie title is given an
index number, and its current popularity is calculated by the Zipf distribution. After a
fixed amount of time, new indices are calculated by rotating thc indiccs. To reduce karge
jumps in the relevance of a specific movie, the left half of the movie indices is swapped
before and after the rotation. By adding the rotation. they try U, simulate dynamic
changes in the rental probability of individual titles for the cache of a single Server.
They did not try to create this model for long-tem variations.
When movics are soned according to their relevance, the graphs in Figure 5 display
the size of rclcvancc changes Bon, oiie nieasurement to the next. Graph 1 in Figure 5
shows t h s for rhe rotation model, assuming 150 movies. Obviously, it does not provide
sufficient realism for long-term considerations.
Another simple approach would be the permutation of movies' relevantes between
days. Graph 2 shows the relevance changes for a system with 150 movies that assumes
a daily permutation.
In comparison to these two models, graphs 3 and 4 provide two examples of
relevance changes for real movies from a movie rental store with a small number of
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a e s into account t h e n u m k r o i users at a specific node would not fit the khavior of
Users at anothcr node in thc systcm which servcs a different number of users.

4 SIMULATION MODEL
Mndeling iheLife Cycle. The data that we have available resuicts thc realism of our
model although we consider it much more realiitii for long-term changes than previous
models
Wc caii extract thc lang-lern development of favored movies primarily trom the data
of the movie magazine. which is based on a !arge. representative number of movie
rental shops and on a large customer base. The raw numbets that we have available
from the single rental store provide a verification for these numbers. They can also be
used to check the credibility of the model for long-term development of the movies
because the rental numbers are continuously collected even aftcr thc movie has left the
top 100 ranking lisi. These raw numbers are also the only basis on which we can model
the development of movies that never or only pointedly hit the top 100 list and old
movics that have reached thc Lmtiom line of their development and are still chosen quite
frequently.
The access panems of individual users to movies at their access poini (the rental
store) can on the other hand not be denved from either of these sources. Rental movies
are watched "off-line". i.e. not at the time when the movie is taken away from the
store.This is especially tme because German rental Stores from which both sets of data
are denved are usually closed on Sundays, on holidays and usually from midnight to
mid-moming, but we assume that the tendency of customers to pick more Chan one
movic at a time is similar in countries without rhese restrictions. The television viewer
would bea bettet basis to build this model on, but we have not iound useful data to
model this.

For the reasons given above, we distinguish between movie modeling and User
modeling. The behavior of users who Want to see a movie and the development of
individual movies seem tobe decoupled in realily. A user's decision to watch a movie is
based mostly on the time he has available rather than the existente of an interesting
movie. If a relevant number of movies is insened inro our model al the same time, no
equally relevant increase in rentals will be visible. Although all new movies come
quickly in10 the mosi popular phase of their life cycle the number of accesses to them
rernains low because the number of users, mpectively the time the users have available
for viewing. is limited.
The independent modeling is also more conveiiient for hiturc modifications. This is
imponant to us because we hope to improve the User model in the future by collecting
data on daily changes in user interests and viewing frequency. Since we don't have this
data yet, a simplification that is applied in our model is the independence of User
behavior from a time of day. Especially when video-on-demand is available, we assume
that there is no reasoii for a uscr to mange his own schedules according to movie
timetables. Thus, the time at which a movie is retrieved is completely independent from
the choice which is based on the movie's populanty at the time of retrieval.

Movie Life Cyele. Newly puhlished movies exhibit typically, but not always. a steeply
nsirig statt pc& of user inrerest. The obseriation of the rental behavior shows that all
rnovics share a general decrease of User interest in them. but this decrease is not
identical for all movies and it is frequently intempted by increases of User interest later
in tlie life cycle (comebacks). Once a mosie has been inseiied irito [he sysrem, its rcntal
p:ubability will never retum to zero. On the contrary, the relevance of old muvies can
be quite high. We did not make a detailed category study, but ~larginalchzcks showed
that, e.g., the start peak is less relevant (although existent) for movies raled PG-18but
the sustained relevance remains generally high.
As mentioned before, we discarded early modols becnuse they needed too many
parameters with no explanation for their necessity. Splitting the availahle data into a an
underlying curve for long-term behavior of a movie and a random effect that is mainly
dependent on the size of the User population led to a more appropnate model. We
observed that the underlying curve seems similar to a variation of the exponential curve
that is used to describe. c.g., the spread of infectious diseases. We used a version which
is parameuized by sorne conslant values to take the quantitative difference in the
number of rentals, the steepness of the loss of interest and the remaining interest in a
title into account. This function is

We found parameters applicahle in the case of movie rentals by least square-fitting
thefunction with the movie rental data.
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fitted parameters

C

Figure 7: Parameters derived from daia

Figure 7 illustrates [hat the parameters caleulated from lhe least-square fitting are
typically small and show no ahvious correlation. 7Xe check verifies that lhc coefficient
of correlation for each pair of parameters is tiny (the biggest is 0.01 for a and C, where a
is interpreted the decline of popularity and c as the remaining popularity).
Because of this observation, we select the parameters for rnovie modeling
independently from each other. For the individual draws that determine the parameters
of a newly inserted movie, we use the exponential distribution. Thar gives us the basic
functionality of frequent small and rare big parainetets until we have a largrr iiuiiibers
base that allows a more educated decision in this matter:
In Figure 8 we show how daily hits accordine to our model are distributed and
cornpare thern to rhe real-world rental probabilitiis that we used in Figure 3 before to
illustrate the divergence from the Zipf distribution. From 50 draws. we show the highest
and lhe lowest curve. n i e behavior of our life cycle hinction yields a more wide-spread
hit disbibulion when compared with the rcal wocld data. It is moce pessimislic then ihe
Zipf distribution. We observed also that uur model will typically generate curves closer
probability curves for 250 movie Lides
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Figure 8: Rcntal probabilitier compared with RP curyes

to the lower curve, which implies [hat a distribution of hits over multiple movies is the
typical case, while the generation of higher curves, which implies the dominance of a
single movie. is a rare occurrence.

User Population Size. Tite size of the u$er population in a wide-area distnbution
system is not only relevant as an overall number. The observed incmase in the variation
of movie populnrities for small User gmups connecting to a single machine can be
relevant for distribution algorithms. I1 is not reflected by the movie life cycle and must
he modeled independently. Figure 9 dernonstrates how the model recreates the
smoothjng effects of increasing uscr population sizes an the rental prohahility of a
single movie. The life cycle of the example movie and all other movies used for the
experiment (initially 150. 1 new movie each day) is defined as by RP(t). Each draw is a
request for oiie movie, the numbcr of hits indicates how many of these draws select the
example movie. In contrast to the sjmulation model that we develop, the number of hics
per days was fixed for this experiment.
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5 CONCLUSION
In this article, we have presented considerations ahout the distribution of vidws in
wide-area distribution Systems that are hased on caching. We introduced the problem of
wide area distribution of video in wide-area distrihution networks, under the
assumption that a network infrast~cturefor such a network will be Intemet-like.
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We have stated why we believe that caching strategies for video data will be
neccssary in the future. what caching means in Ihe context of wide-area distribution,
and deduced that a User model is required to understand the effects of video access in a
wide-area System.
To find such a model, we have than studied current models for movie popularities
and compared them with real-world data that we have collected. We found that the
models from thc litcrature could not be applied easily to the cases that we study and
have presented reasons for this opinion. We conclude from our work that a model
which operates at the detail level of Single User behavior needs to separate the movie
life cycie from the selection which a User makes fmm the set of available movies.
Finally, we propose an alternative simple life-cycle function as the basis af our
popularity model and demonstrate its features.
In the future, we will use this function for the evaluation of automated distribution
mechanisms in wide-area distribution networks. We present a simulation setup for
purely hierarchicai video-on-demand Systems in [I]. We have already appiied the
model to evaiuate some well-known caching aigorithms in purely hierarchical
distribution networh, and we will extend nur evaiuations to cover both more cachiiig
algorithms and other approaches like prefetching techniques and central decisions. We
will also address topologies other than strict hierarchies.
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